
From Coming of Age in Mississippi    

By Anne Moody 
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1.) Anne, Pearlena and 

Memphis take seats at 

the lunch counter. 
2.) The waitresses ignore them 

and run to the back of the 

store when they realize it’s a 

sit-in. 

4.) Anne acts as spokesperson 

and says they are staying until 

they are served. 

6.) Anne sees the drunk from 

the bus station sit-in 

8.) Memphis gets kicked in the 

head and then arrested  

7.) They start to pray and get 

attacked. 

5.) High school students come 

in and start harassing Anne and 

her friends 

3.) The reporters come in and 

ask questions. 

9.) The white teachers 

join the sit-in 

10.) The mob started throwing 

food at them and hit John with 

brass knuckles 

11.) They started taking spray paint and 

stuff and going wild in the store and spray 

painting everything the manager begged 

them to leave. 

12.) Police formed a line 

on each side so they can 

get out. 

13.) She decides that the 

Mississippi whites have an 

incurable disease and that the civil 

rights workers can help prevent it. 

14.) She goes to the beauty 

shop and they treat her 

with respect. (Let her go 

first even though she 

wasn’t there first.) 
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Questions 4, 6, and 7, p. 617 

#4 Anne Moody’s metaphor of racism as “an incurable disease 

in its final stages” is an apt comparison because  . . .  

#6 I don’t know if I would have been able to take the same 

risks that Anne Moody did because . . . 

 

#7 The fight against racism in America today takes many 

forms, such as . . . (police brutality, Michael Brown, )   In 

addition, the fight is closer or (not closer) to being won today 

than it was in Anne Moody’s time. 

15.) She goes to a mass rally and 

Medgar Evers is there. 

16.) Her family isn’t behind her 

doing this and it makes her worried 

that one of them may be murdered. 


